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1. PANALYTICAL X-PERT PRO POWDER DATA COLLECTION 

A quick guide for collecting powder XRD data using CSL 1011 Panalytical X-Pert Pro 

  
PANalytical X-Pert Pro Powder at CSL 1011, FSU. Control Computer for Powder XRD at CSL 1011, FSU. 

PANalytical X-Pert Pro Powder XRD machine is located in the East side of CSL 1011 

in the Chemical Science Laboratory of the Florida State University. The computer 

(to the right of the instrument) that controls the instrument has dual monitors and 

allows simultaneous data collection of new sample and data analysis of previously 

collected samples. The three programs that are essential for data collection and 

analysis are listed below: 

1.  (instrument control and data collection) 

2.  (data visualization and analysis) 

3.  (data visualization and presentation) 

 
Three programs that are needed for collecting and analyzing PXRD data 

The  program from PANalytical should always be running in the 

control computer and the user doesn’t need individual passwords to log-in (Don’t 

close Data Collector program or disconnect the instrument once your data 

collection is completed). The computer is NOT on the network and can’t access 

Internet. The other two programs HighScore Plus and Data Viewer can be opened 

and closed as and when needed. 



This guide will show a quick protocol to collect powder XRD data from sample 

using a new or pre-existing program and should be considered a supplement to a 

full training and by itself is not sufficient to have run-access to the instrument. All 

users should be appropriately trained by the X-Ray Facility personnel both for 

safety and emergency procedures before using the instrument by themselves. For 

more details about training, contact Thayumanasamy Somasundaram [aka, Soma] 

at tsomasundaram@fsu.edu or via phone at 1-850-644-6448. Soma’s office is KLB 

414 at the Kasha Lab, Institute of Molecular Biophysics. 

The data is the responsibility of the user and hence the user should periodically 

archive their own data onto their own media. X-Ray Facility personnel are not 

responsible for loss of data stored in the Facility computers. 
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2. PREPARE THE SAMPLE 

The first step in collecting powder x-ray diffraction data is preparing the sample. 

Here, I will show how to fill a standard sample holder with a powder sample, 

prepare it for data collection and load it onto the multi-position sample magazine. 

The standard sample holder has a depression in the middle where sample need to 

be filled and compacted. But we start filling the sample from the bottom and not 

from top to ensure clean, compact sample with no spillage! Debris in the sample 

holder can impede the spinning of the sample holder and ruin the instrument. 

   
Start with clean sample 

preparation table 

Hold the top of the sample 

holder upside down 

Fill the interior of sample 

holder with sample 

   
Compact the sample Clean the outside Attach the bottom of the 

sample holder 

   
Invert the whole assembly. 

Don’t press the button! 

Remove sample holder 

table by pressing the 

button! 

Sample is ready for data 

collection 

Once the sample is prepared, it can be loaded on to the top position (Position 1) of 

the 15 position Sample Magazine which is located inside the instrument cabinet. 

Open the instrument cabinet and place the sample holder into the Magazine ensuring 

that it is seated correctly and rotates freely. Close X-Ray cabinet. 



 Sample holder with sample is loaded onto 

Position 1 of the 15-sample change 

magazine inside the PAXP machine. 

  



3. PREPARE THE INSTRUMENT 

 
Close-up view of X-Ray tube, slits, sample position and 15-position sample magazine 

Now with the sample ready we need to get the instrument ready. Typically, the 

PANalytical X-Pert Pro (PXPP) generator will be kept at the “Stand-by” mode with 

45 kV (tension) and 20 mA (current) with the shutter “closed”. So first, we need to 

get the generator ready by switching it to “Running” mode with 45 kV (tension) 

and 40 mA (current). The settings mentioned above are correct for copper (Cu) 

anode and will differ when molybdenum (Mo) anode is installed. Consult X-Ray 

Facility Personnel for correct values for Mo anode. 

In the Data Collector [User-1] Graphical User Interface (GUI, pronounced as gueey), 

click the “Instrument Settings” tab (by default this tab will be normally visible). In 

that tab under Diffractometer > X-Ray sub-menu, click the line Tension=45 

kV. This will open a new Instrument Settings window. In that window input the 

value of 40 in the Current (mA) box and click “Apply” button. This will increase 

the current to 40 mA and now the instrument is ready for data collection. Click OK 

button to dismiss the Instrument Settings window. 
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Data Collector Main GUI Instrument Setting window for X-Ray tube 

  



4. SELECT AND EXECUTE THE PROGRAM 

For data collection the user can either 1) use a pre-existing program or 2) create 

their own program (the better option). The advantage of using a pre-existing 

program is that the user can quickly evaluate their sample and determine the setting 

needed. The advantage of creating your own program is that one can specify each 

and every setting to optimize the data. However, it would require some knowledge 

of the instrument. So let us first look at collecting data with pre-existing program. 

USING PRE-EXISTING PROGRAM 

We will first cover collecting data with pre-exiting program. From the main GUI, 

click Measure> Program… sub-menu. This will open a new “Execute Program” 

window. In the window scroll up or down to select a program that is suitable. 

 
Pre-existing programs in “Execute Program” window 

HOW TO SELECT A PROGRAM? 

 Decide what 2-theta range is needed for your sample 

o If not sure, select 2-theta range 10-100 degrees; modify after first run 

 Decide how long to collect data 

o If not sure, try to run a 10 minute scan; modify after first run  

 Since we are dealing with only one sample, select a program with one sample 



Once a program is found, select it, and click the “Open” button at the bottom left 

side of the “Execute Program” window. This will open “Start” window. 

 
“Start” window of a “Execute Program” 

In this “Start” window note the four sections: a) Program section on the top, b) 

File section in the upper middle, and c) Sample in the lower middle, and d) 

Position section at the bottom. 

In the Program you notice the particular we selected and it has a .xrdmp 

extension. In the File section, click the Folder Icon to go to a specific director 

where you want your data to be stored. Give a file name with .xrdml extension. 

Note the program you have selected to run, in this example, “10-80 

degree_1omin.xrdmp” has .xrdmp extension. If needed, fill-out Sample section 

with ID, Name, and other details. Also note at the Position section the sample 

will be unloaded once measurement is finished. Now, click the “OK” button. This 

will start the data collection. 



 
“Start” window of a “Execute Program” 

You will see both x-ray tube and detector move to new positions. Then the sample 

holder will be picked up from the 15-slot magazine and placed on the goniometer. 

X-Ray tube and detector will move to positions specified in the program θ=5° and 2-

θ=10°, respectively. The sample will start spinning and the shutter will open. The 

data will start accumulating and will automatically be saved every 5 minutes until 

end of the scan. You can follow the progress in the computer screen under Data 

Collector window. 

  
Start of data collection Progressing data collection 

  

  



CREATING AND USING NEW PROGRAM 

We will cover collecting data with new program. As mentioned in the “Existing 

Program”, section, it will be beneficial to have some knowledge of the instrument 

before creating a new program. So I will some of the standard components in our 

instrument (note that several configurations are available; contact the X-Ray Facility 

Personnel for more details). 

DETAILS OF STANDARD CONFIGURATION 

Panalytical X-Pro Powder instrument is versatile and comes with several swappable 

“PreFIX” modules and these can be introduced/removed in three different sections of 

the instrument and these three sections are: 1) Incident Beam Optics,2) Sample 

Holder/Magazine, and 3) Diffracted Beam Optics and are shown in the following figures. 

 
FSU Panalytical X-Pert Pro Incident Beam Optics Details 



 
FSU Panalytical X-Pert Pro Sample Holder Details 

 
FSU Panalytical X-Pert Pro Incident Beam Optics Details 

Once familiar with the configuration, now let us look at how to create a new program. 

From the Main GUI, Select File>New Program, and this will open New Program window 

which will allow the user to pick a Program Type, we choose Absolute Scan. 



 

 

File>New Program … menu New Program w/ options for Program Type > Abs Scan 

Selecting “Absolute Scan” in “New Program” window opens “Prepare Absolute 

Scan” window where one can specify the Configuration, Scan Axis, Scan 

Properties, Description, Comments, and Settings. 

 

Preparing 

Absolute Scan” 

window where 

one can specify 

the 

Configuration, 

Scan Axis, Scan 

Properties, 

Description, 

Comments, and 

Settings. 

 



In our case we are going to use the following: 

Configuration: Reflection/Transmission spinner 

Scan Axis: Gonio 

Scan Properties: Continuous 

Description: Give some description about the program 

Comment: Specify some comments, if needed 

Settings …: This is an important section, so let us go over this slowly. Clicking this opens 

a new “Settings” window where the user specifies, Generator, Incident Beam Path, and 

Diffracted Beam Path (refer to the configuration figures in the beginning of this section 

for more details) 

  

Generator Setting Incident Beam Settings 



  

Diffracted Beam Settings Options for of a single setting 



  

Detailed selection of Incident Beam path Detailed selection of Diffreated beam path 

Once the selections are made, save the program with a specific name, like, 

“10_80_deg_10_min_1_sample.xrdmp”. 

Now physically ensure all the selections specified are present as hardware/software in 

the instrument. For example, in the Detailed selection of Incident Beam path figure 

above, Mask: Fixed mask:10 mm (in black font) is specified; make sure that mask 

is inserted. In the detailed selection of Diffracted Beam path figure above, Detector 

X’Celerator detector (1) (in black font) is specified; ensure that detector is 

present. 

Now, having created a New Program, run the sample by opening it from the Measure> 

Program> 10_80_deg_10_min_1_sample.xrdmp 

  



5. END DATA COLLECTION 

When the measurement finishes the sample holder will be transferred to the 15-position 

magazine. The sample can be retrieved from the holder for future collection or other 

analysis. If this is the only sample, we need to bring the PXPP generator back to “Stand-

by” mode. We do this by selecting Current=40 mA and changing it to 20 mA and clicking 

the OK button. 

The data analysis can begin now. 
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